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Abstract—This paper describes fast and efficient method for page segmentation of document containing nonrectangular block. The segmentation is based on edge following algorithm using small window of 16 by 32 pixels. This segmentation is very fast since only border pixels of paragraph are used without scanning the whole page. Still, the segmentation may contain error if the space between them is smaller than the window used in edge following. Consequently, this paper reduce this error by first identify the missed segmentation point using direction information in edge following then, using X-Y cut at the missed segmentation point to separate the connected columns. The advantage of the proposed method is the fast identification of missed segmentation point. This methodology is faster with fewer overheads than other algorithms that need to access much more pixel of a document.
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I. INTRODUCTION

PAGE segmentation [1] is the process to identify the areas of interest in the image of a document page. For a conventional document page with material printed in dark ink on a light colored paper, the areas of interest in the (binary) image will be neighborhoods of black pixels. Page segmentation produces a description of the geometrical aspects of the areas of interest. The most common aspects are spatial extent and position on the page. Page segmentation can be thought of as a mapping from the pixel-based image data to a description of the areas of interest.

Several methods have been explored to solve the problem of automated document segmentation. There are three main methods for automatically document segmentation, bottom-up method [1], [6], mixed method [3] and top-down method [2], [4], [5]. A successful method must cope with as many variations (e.g., shapes of regions, skew) in the document as possible. In doing so, it must also not compromise in processing speed. This paper tries to improve the segmentation speed by using contour following technique. This technique is very fast since only border pixels information is used in segmentation. However, the segmentation correctness depends on the window size used in edge following a paragraph. If the window is too small it will extract letters or words but not paragraph (over segment). On the other hand, if the window is too big it will segment multiple structures (columns) together (under segment). This paper proposed a fast connected point identification to handle the under segment problem. Once connected point is identified, X-Y cut at the point will separate the connected blocks.

II. PREVIOUS WORKS

Several methods and their variants have been employed in page segmentation approaches. Some of them include our previous work are briefly reviewed below.

The well known top-down page segmentation technique is the recursive X–Y cut [2]. This approach decomposes a document image by projection profile cuts recursively in to a set of rectangular block. The disadvantage of this method is the rectangular structure of a block.

The hybrid (mixed) approach was presented in [3] using contour following technique. This technique used the square window 32 by 32 pixel followed the rim of paragraph, to specified the boundaries of paragraph in image document. To separate the potential connected blocks, vertical cuts on space between characters are used to separate connected blocks. The advantages of method are the fast computation time, and nonrectangular format block in the contour segmentation. Due to vertical cuts, it can not separate connected columns with nonrectangular format.

III. FAST DOCUMENTATION USING CONTOUR AND X-Y CUT TECHNIQUE

Even though many researches have been studied the automated document segmentation, there is no appropriate and complete method for every document. Our approach focus on the columns with narrow gab between them.

The proposed page segmentation consists of three main processes as shown in Fig.1. Firstly; we used the modified contour following technique in clockwise direction [3].This technique is very fast since only border pixels information is used in segmentation. Then, we identify the missed segmentation point by looking at the turning point of window between columns. The missed segmentation point is the point where the direction of window is counter clockwise. Finally, we apply X-Y Cut Technique at the missed segment points to separate the connected columns.
A. Contour Following Segmentation

The first stage page segmentation is a top-down approach using modified contour following algorithm. The algorithm starts with the searching of the first black pixel. It was used as the starting point of the 16 by 32 window. Then normal edge following algorithm was performed, where the window was considered as located on the black pixels if 10 black pixels were in the window. In spite of its fast execution time, the segmented block may contain multiple columns or paragraphs. In order to reduce the multiple connected columns, the window use in contour following is rectangular of 16 by 32 pixel instead of square 32 by 32 pixel as in our previous paper [3]. The main advantage of contour following segmentation is the shape of block can be in any form (non rectangular) and its execution speed.

B. Missed segmentation point identification

In order to make use of the fast segmentation in the previous stage, we must be able to also identify the connected column fast. Since the block segmentation is performed by contour following in the clockwise direction. The single column will contain only windows in clockwise direction only. Hence, the potential missed segmentation point is at the window that has counter clockwise direction.

Some window that has counter clockwise direction may not be the connected point as shown below by the dash circled in Fig2. In order to identify the real connected point, the height or depth of the connected point has to be greater than some threshold.

The connection between top and bottom (row) paragraph is allowed. Since a paragraph may not has the justified format (center, align right, align left), it is hard to separate the connected top and bottom paragraph.

C. X-Y Cut Technique

Once we find the real missed segmentation point, the next step is to separate the connected structures. There are two types of separation, horizontally and vertically. If the space (w) between structures at the connected point is wider than the window width (16-pixels), the separation starts horizontally, as shown in Fig. 2. (by bold line). On the other hand, if the width is smaller or equal to the width, the separation starts vertically.

Vertical separation can be done by projection cut vertically direction in top or bottom until facing the border window of structure. If the projection hits black pixel before border windows, the projection stops and turns horizontally to both left and right directions. This projection continues until it hits the black or border of window. If it hits black pixel, it changes to perpendicular direction. If it hits the border window, the projections stop. Horizontals separation also performs in the same manner.

IV. EXPERIMENT AND RESULTS

Hundred of documents have been used in segmentation test. Some of the difficult segmentation samples are shown in Fig. 3. The boundaries result of Fig. 3 show in Fig 4. Since the connected column separation use X-Y cut, the algorithm still has problem with non rectangular shaped of connected structures, as shown in Fig 5.

V. CONCLUSION

Our paper discusses an improved version of the contour following technique using rectangular window, fast missed segmentation identification and correct separation of connected block. This technique is very fast since only border pixels are accessed. We improved the speed of this technique with fast automatically identification of the connected point using window directions. Then apply an X-Y cut technique to split the connected structure at the connected point. If the connected structures are nonrectangular shape, they still can not be separated due to the X-Y cut technique.
Fig. 3: Missed segmentations point and trace of projection X-Y cut technique

Fig. 4: Show the result region of structure of the original image in Fig 3, a space between each column is very small due to noise and layout of document. In this figure, the contour direction only is not enough to correct in the part of column

Fig. 5: Show the error segmentation result from missed segmentations of the skew object inside paragraph, missed segmentation points are circled.
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